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Running WinBUGS in Batch Mode

1 Batch Mode

As we quite often have to run the same or similar models several times, it gets very tedious to use

the interactive dialog menus of WinBUGS. An alternative is to use the batch mode in which a set

of commands, entered in a so-called script file, performs the same tasks as those performed via the

menus. This corresponds to the background running mode in the classic BUGS version. Here we give

a brief introduction. For a comprehensive list of all available scripting commands, see the WinBUGS

manual.

2 Scripts

To use the scripting method, you need to prepare at least four files to run a model in batch mode:

1. The file with the model code.

2. The data file(s).

3. The initial value file(s).

4. The script file with the scripting commands that correspond to menu/dialog box option choices.

These files can be saved either in plain text or WinBUGS format with .txt or .odc extensions,

respectively.

3 Basic Commands

We will consider the introductory binomial example used in the introduction to WinBUGS. We first

need to set up the model, data, and initial value files. We have the model code saved in betabin1.txt.

Its contents is

model

{

theta ~ dbeta(9.2,13.8)

x ~dbin(theta,n)

}

#data

list( x =15,n=20)

#initial values

list(theta=0.8)
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Note that in batch mode, WinBUGS will only read the code inside the curly brackets in that file but

ignore the data and inits lists. Thus, we need to create a data file, say betabindata.txt containing

list( x=15,n=20)

and an inits file, say betabininits.txt containing

list(theta=0.8)

These files are all saved in a directory with path PATHNAME, e.g. C:/My Documents/KIT/binomial.

The script betabinscript.txt file then contains the following commands (in the same order as the

corresponding sequence of menu commands):

# open log file

display(’log’)

# check syntax of code in directory PATHNAME

check(’PATHNAME/betabin1.txt’)

# load data from file

data(’PATHNAME/betabindata.txt’)

# compile 1 chain

compile(1)

# load initial values from file

inits(1,’PATHNAME/betabininits.txt’)

# generate 1000 iterations as burnin

update(1000)

# monitor the following parameter

set(theta)

# produce dynamic trace plot for for monitored nodes

# update the chain by 2000 iterations

update(2000)

# calculate posterior summary statistics

stats(theta)

# plot kernel density estimate

density(theta)

# save sampled values in CODA format files (more on this below)

coda(*,’PATHNAME/betabinoutput’)

# save contents of the log file in {\tt betabinlog.odc}

save(’PATHNAME/betabinlog’)
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4 CODA Conventions

The command coda saves the sampled value for each node in a file or in a window. The syntax is

coda(nodename,’filename’). If instead of the name of a specific node we use the asterisk (∗), then

the values of all monitored nodes are saved. The command saves at least two files: filename1.txt

and filenameIndex.txt. The first file contains the sampled values for the first chain. If two or more

chains are generated, then the corresponding values are stored with different numbers. The format

of CODA file consists of two columns. The first refers to the iteration number and the second to a

sampled value. If more than one node is saved, then the values of the nodes are stacked sequentially.

The ordering of the saved nodes is indicated in the second file (filenameIndex.txt), which has three

columns: the node name and the position (starting line and ending line) of the sampled values of each

node. E.g., for the above example, betabinoutputIndex.txt contains the single line:

theta 1 2000

and betabinoutput1.txt contains:

1001 0.5964

1002 0.4975

1003 0.6622

1004 0.5278

1005 0.6565

1006 0.5585

1007 0.5143

1008 0.5219

1009 0.5373

1010 0.5299

1011 0.5882

1012 0.534

1013 0.5588

1014 0.6724

. .

. .

. .

3000 0.4691

These files can be read and used by the R package CODA that performs convergence diagnostics. We

will discuss this later.


